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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Weiyu Tao (illustrator). 214 x
149 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Summer Pathway to
Success is a series of K-4 summer review booklets designed and written by teachers. It offers a
great way for parents and educators to provide summer daily review for reading, language, and
math, in order to refresh students minds, fill learning gaps, and help prepare for their upcoming
grade. The format is clear and concise with one page of language arts and one page of math skills
per day for 8 weeks. The content aligns firmly with the Common Core Standards. Grade 2 booklet
includes the following skills: Monday: vocabulary / numbers and operations Tuesday: reading
comprehension / geometry and measurement Wednesday: grammar / functions of algebra
Thursday: reading comprehension / data, statistics, and probability Friday: writing / numbers and
operations with embedded problem solving Reading comprehension skills include: Summer
Pathway to Success is a series of K-4 summer review booklets designed and written by teachers. It
offers a great way for parents and educators to provide summer daily review for reading, language,
and math, in order to refresh students minds, fill...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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